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The eight studies reported involve manpower research
with immediate relevance for administrators and practitioners
involved in all aspects of occuoational and practical arts education.
Topics covered include: (1) Effects of Training on Labor Experience,
(2) Upgrading Workers' Job Skills, (3) Breakthrough for Disadvantaged
Youth, (4) Negro High School Dropouts Unreached by Federal Work
Training Programs, and (5) Learning the Tool and Die Maker Trade. A
bibliography lists the eight relevant studies and 30 additional
studies. (BH)
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THIS DOCUMENT HAS SEEN REPRO
DUCED EXACTLY AS RECEIVED FROM
THE PERSON OR ORGANIZATION ORIG
INATING IT POINTS OE VIEW OR OPIN
IONS STATED DO NOT NECESSAR
REPRESENT OFFICIAL OFFICE OE EC LI
CATION POSITION OR POLICY

Bridging the gap between researcher and practioner by providing: interpretation,ittentionsynthesis of
manpower research and demonstration projects relevant to vocational-technical and practical arts education.

_

MRV Focus: "ReE I Life" Education Front

MANPOWER RESEARCH VISIBILITY is desig led to
illuminate selected research, Pxplore innovat' ye ap-
proaches, and call attention to programs that have
immediate relevance to the vocational-technical prac-

net- and administrator on all levels of oce..upational
and practical arts education and manpowcr training.
As such, technical aspects are purposely kept to a
minimum. Appropriate information will be recast a id
focused for direct and immediate utilization on ,he
"real life" educational front: the shop, classroom, and
laboratory.

The articles, reports, reader feedback and w
information contained in this American Vocr ioaal
Association project have been made possible the
Division of Research and Development Utiliza ,,-' , of
the Department of Labor (Contract No.
82-11-71-37). In general the mission of the p !q." ;t is
to spotlight pertinent grant programs, proje ,E.; and
studies that have current significance for vecatImial-
reciiiiical educators around the country. Thesr- r,,,jects
frequently- involve change, but change in r,,I,,ioii 4)
current and projected needs, not just ehailge to be
"different" or "to try something new."

It is hoped that the efforts of these eofniinFi will
generate interest ahd Ova* -a7. desire to_ _
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vocational-technical teacher and administrator, and
consultant, he will develop this section for the utiliza-
tion and comment of his readers.

In future issues of MRV a dialogue with the
readers is planned. The only way that this can be
accomplished, of course, is through your participation.

The editor is interested in your reaction to the
reports, editorial comments, and general information.
Your response may take any form you wishletter,
note, short editorial, or list of comments. Each will be
greatly appreciated and helpful to the mission of
MRV.

In addition, MRV is interested 'in receiving in-
formation about your manpower training program,
innovations, creative ideas, etc., to share with other
readers. The editor also invites the submission of
editorials on topics pertaining to manpower training
and the development of human resources.

Inside MRV
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speaking
By Donald L. Rathl3un
Editor, MRV

The Manpower Program
We hear a lot about it these days,

but what is it? It takes different
shapes and forms from community
to community but basically it is a
massive national experiment in vo-
cational education and counseling
and moremuch more. It is a mul-
ti-billion dollar effort involving mil-
lions of people. What kLnd of peo-
ple? People that we haven't reached
before.

Primarily, these people are the
disadvantaged and deprived, the
dislocated and destitute, young men
and women that somehow have
been pushed to the side by the rapid
rush of society. They are people
that have a potential place as pro7
ductive citizens if they are but given
a pull up by a variety of assists that
will allow them the opportunity to
help themselves.

The Manpower Program has
been based on a psychology of
learning long held by vocational ed-
ucation and has been given the im-
petus and wherewithal to overcome
barriers to education, the road
blocks to learning either by remov- second chapter is concerned-with
ing them or by utilizing a freedom, ne* developments in manpower-
a flexibility, to-go around these de- programs, while Chapter 'three dis-
terrents in varions-creative and in;.- cusses the critical problems of-urban
novative wawa. labOr.:Miirkets Chapter our take's: a
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When a person wants help, needs
help do it then and there. Don't
wait to start training until next
term. Don't throw the lifesaver after
he's drowned. When he doesn't
show up, go find him, make it pos-
sible for him to return, show that
he's wanted. If he's a fast learner,
don't hold him backis it necessary
to hold him for x" hours just be-
cause someone decided that's the
program length?

Provide job placement services,
transportation, follow-up; eliminate
whatever constitutes a barrier to
learning, to employment, continued
successthat is what the Manpower
Program isthat and more
vocational education at its best
properly finaneA--creatively ad-
ministereddynamically supported

a meaningful, yes, vital, some-
thing for all.

President's Manpower Report

Perhaps by now many of you
have received, or at least have re-
quested the order of (you're much
too busy to do it yourself), the 1971
Manpower Report of the President.
Since this document more or less
sets the stage, at least philosophical-
ly, for program emphasis and ad-
ministrative concerns regarding vo-
cational education, welfare, man-
power development and other criti-
cal fields affecting the human
resources of our nation, we happen
to think it ought to be required
reading for all enagaged in voca-
tional education as it is the first,
report of this type that really recog-
nizes our field.

The opening chapter centers on
the adjustments that faced the -na-
tion's economy during 1970. The

thought; he may even come up with
a new program or two.

Order from the Govefunient
Printing Office, catalog #L1.42-
2;971, cost $2.50. See Sources of
Information at the end of this sec-
tion for address.

Metric System
Say, have you been caught up in

the THINK METRIC campaign
yet? This controversy should be the
concern of the entire U.S. education
system and most cetrainly vocation-
al-technical educators who wiii bear
the brunt of the initial retraining
efforts.

There have been numerous sub-
studies conducted to d ate (see
Sources of Information at the end of
this section), each reportedly pub-
lished without bias or prejudice, and
a comprehensive report on the en-
tire U.S. metric study was sent to
Congress by the Secretary of Com-
merce last month.

Whether the United States de-
cides to go metric or not will have
little or no effect on the rest of the
world which is, or soon will be, on
an almost irreversible course of met-
ric conversion. We need to recog-
nize the bilingualism that already
exists in the measurement language
and take steps to incorporate appro-
priate units in the current curricu-
lum.

The change, if it comes about,
will probably be a slow process to
lessen the shock aspect, but there is
an inertia which may eventually tip
the scales favorkag metric units. In
case you think that day is far off,
look at the ruler in your desk (it
probably has both standard inch
and metric calibrations), or try to
use your standard inch fraction
wrench on.your Volkswagen or your
Datsun.
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Effects of Training on Labor Experience

A SLOGAN which has been adopted by many in the
field is, "Vocational education doesn't cost, it pays."
Does it? If so, InFoi much, how soon, and as compared
to what? No longer can the developer of manpower
rely on personal observations, feelings, or experience
alone as we move into an era of accountability. We
must seek the facts and apply the scientific method to
extract valid and unbiased answers.

Even then caution must be exercised. What about
those factors that are intangible or difficult to quantify
but still vitally affect the final product and are defi-
nitely part of the process or consideration? The deci-
sion process must still be interspersed with understand-
ing and concern toward these "phantom" factors.
Here's where experience counts, and these insights
must be conveyed to the "management types" and
"decision makers- who weigh only the surface factors
and pay little or no attention to the human factors
that are so nebulous and difficult to define or evaluate
but nevertheless are the real intent and purpose un-
derlying any meaningful training program.

This study is relative to the above and relevant to
the current cost/benefits questions and accountability
challenges aimed at vocational-technical education to-
day. It is not an answer, at least not a complete
answer, but it is a procedure and a means of de-
veloping additional insights and concerns for those
factors less apparent than that of the "training one
man for one job" surfaen concept of vocational-
technical education and manpower training.

The reader interested:-.in conducting this, type of
research or the -person interested in "selling a pro-
gram" based on cost vs. benefits will find considerable
help from the document, reporting on the data col7
lected and, the analysis yerforMed during the course
of,-,the,studY. -Therevievr'in.':Aapter meidairit
litirature eiplaringqiiesoneptik hurrianfcaPititt*
priiVids,_-_-ark *1Ni:1-nationa1 A7ap)rgrfulP4.7: fc* better
titideistiuid awe ig-t. the Aihin*g _task
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except the more obvious and easily Compiled in-
creased wage return to the trainee and the return on
the trainee cost investment.

The investigators, R. L. Bowlby and W. R. Sehriver,
express cognizance a these limitations, and although
the "multiplier effect" (the spin-off benefits to the
economy of the wage earner's area through his in-
creased purchasing power, etc.) is mentioned, its
components are too numerous and too obscure to
render them readily accessible for quantitative re-
search.

The objectives of the study apply equally well to
other communities or states; they are:

"1To provide the public (with particular refer-
ence to policy makers and legislative bodies) with a
demonstration of the positive effects of vocational
training.

"2To provide administrators and educators, par-
ticularly those responsible for planning and the alloca-
tion of funds, with a specification of relationships
among alternative training investrry...nts and employ-
ment experience.

"3To provide immediate evaluation of :le effec-
tiveness of the various training programs and to
provide an ongoing method for continued evaluation
of future training programs.

"4To provide relevant and timely information
useful in student guidance and counseling"

An analysis of wage data obtained- from AVTS
trainees showed both primary (compared with the
untrained) and secondary (compared' with trainees
who received other formal training or ,ducation)
benefits -fOr :their investment. -The benefits (higher
wages) were_ maximized in males who migrated and
who completed stOustantial t\ours :of inotruction in

=rnaehine sh-OpkT,74yOltling-i7forrelectrictt*electronics.
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primary source of income generation appears to be

from manufacturing.
Implications for the vocational-technical student

and educator are many and should be explored fully
in terms of investments in human capital. One source
quoted suggests that these investments throughout the
United States between 1929 and 1957 may have
contributed to as much as twenty per cent of the
nation's economic growth as measured by increased
Gross National Product Many other correlations be-
tween investments in vocational training and increased
personal income are noled.

The authors/investiEltors feel that their study offers
advantages over other studies in that they have
lengthened the period of observation to five years,
have drawn the total study Population from a wide

geographic area and from fifteen different vocational
curricula, arci have utilized individual quarterly in-

come data from the Social Security Administration.
According to the authocs, this study combines a

number of previously developed techniqucss into a
method that controls those variables that heretofore

were considered potentially invalidating. It will

provide information that will lead to a better under-
standing of the pos:ilve side effects of vocational-
technical education, and it may well be the type of
foundation that will provide the impetus and support
for future examinations of other benefits of vocation .
al-technical education in addition to the increased
wag..; effect.

See Sources of Information at the end of t
for or dering instructions.

Upgrading Workers' Job Skills

VOCATIONAL-TECHNICAL SCHOOLS and community col-

leges are being called upon with increasing frequency
to assist industry with in-house training and upgrading
programs. The advantages to the individuals involved
and to the schools are many. The working relation-
ships developed between the schools and industry
have many positive ramifications and are worthy of
consideration by those not presently engaged in these

activities.
The following two reports involve projects of in-

plant skill upgrading. The first report, Upgrading the
Workforce: Problems and Possibilities, will provide
both background and information on what is currently
being accomplished by 20 plants of various types
across the country. The vocational-technical educator
reviewing this project in-depth will be exposed to
various programs and viewpoints. He may also more

upgrading. t.herWotktOtei:::-----
Probleiiis atid Po$sib!lities

clearly se his role arr.d responsibility in supporting
business and industry by providing institutional serv-
ices, especially in adult education and special occu-
pational courses.

The second report, A Handbook for Upgrading
Low-Skill Workers, presents pkocedural and methodo-
logical guidelines based on four years of research and
demonstration in upgrading underemployed workers
in-plant. The handbook has direct application to the
organization, implementation, supervision, and evalu-
ation of upgrading programs.

Many parts of this report, such as the marketing
function ("selling the-grogram"); trends analysis, cur-
riculum develo?ment, etc., have direct applicability to
regidar occupational programs. We recommend this
document as resource material and as a generalized
handbook for upgrading underemployed workers.

Tins REPORT was _Prepared, by_ the ,staff of E.
Shelley _and Company,, Inc.-,f-titider-contract:with
US; Departinent of::1;.,ahot,;2,MatitpkWer,
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structure of training, occupation and. industry, and size
and length of training program. Data were collected
on motivation (why the company became involved, as
well as why'ernployees participated in the program),
planning,,seiectiOn -of!, traineeS,- iirograin components,
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Skill showees and pressure from equal employ-
ment opportunity agencies have produced the greatest
need for special training efforts ee the part of man-
agement. This problem has further been intensified by
the current economic situation which has tempotreanriely

lessened the number of available jobs and tigh
job progression with or without the advantage of
upgzading programs. It is generally understood that
major changes in the production process or personnel
structure will only be considered by management
when they have economic justification.

However, there appears to be a growing awareness
on the part of management that tends to tie together
formerly unrelated problems. As an example, pro-
duction problems are more frequently being related

to personnel problems. Management has become con-
cerned with special entry level training for disadvan-
taged workers. This interest has led to efforts to solve
specific personnel problems, and many of the moti-
vational programs thus developed are becoming an
important part of upgrading projects.

Evidence from the study indicates that workers do
not usually express demands for more upgading
opportunity. However, when communication is im-
proved between workers and management, workers'
aspirations become more articulate and management
is prodded into considering new personnel activities.

Upgrading programs involving the time and money
of workers can be successful if attention is placed on
motivation and rewards. The workers' reluctance to
participate can also be overcome by in-plant, on-
company-time projects.

A major block to upgrading the underemployed has
been their basic educational deficiencies, rather than
a lack of manual skill abilities. Management recognizes
a need for remedial education but is reluctant or
unable to offer it at company expense. -(Editör's note:
A. role for adult education.)

Workers often have negative attitudes toward pro-
motion which may be overcome by showing them their
role in the production process as a whole and by
broadening their knowledge of the company and its
goals. Likewise, line managers and foremen generally
resist change in peilonnel development more than any
other interest-gronp. Their reiiitance can be overcome
by including them ity the planning: of-programs,

; Labor,unions= am: ,exert,strong pifluenceon ,iiiabn
nicht:to i.i1oP,t::147grgli-fig_OqgFiii.i.
seN only.-tWhen thi,benefiks40 meinbite,3 ate c
when the authotity_op the eintio'iotpreempt

vstifilY cm flew. thetels.n Ilettipgra
ing sinOdel -whic can 4:be edtdcali,

programs which operate within narrow occupaticnal
structures. The best upgrading efforts are clearly those
which strive for creation of an environment of open-
ness derived from management's broad interest in the
needs of the employees.

The study not :wily points out the basic need for
skills training in upgradiiig efforts but also emphasizes
a broader vice, of upg7.adiee which aims at improving
the total work environment. e'e;Petive depends on
communication between managers alto workers and
requires a general change in managemeet -Attitudes
towards workers' aspirations. For industry, -et,oad

concept of upgrading means "finding out what
ployees want and maximizing their potential for
achievement consistent with the company's goals."

The findings of the study are followed by a list of
recommendations for the Department of Labor, man-
agement, and unions about the possibilities of im-
proved upgrading practices.

See Sources of Information at the e
for ordering instructions.

d of this section

Handbook for Upgrading
Low-Skill Workers
Tills DOCUMENT was prepared by the Humanic De-
signs Corporation under contract with the Department
of Labor, Manpower Administration. It generalizes
the experience of a series of upgrading projects spon-
sored by the Department of Labor since 1966. The
aim of the handbook is to provide a set of guidelines
for individuals and organizations developing in-plant
programs to upgrade low-skill workers to higher pro-
ductivity levels. The handbook may also be useful as

training tool to educate professibtfals in the method-
logy of in-plant training.
The experimental work involved in this study

showed clearly that programs to upgrade the un-
deremployed are advantageous to industry as well as
to the workers themselves. The increased productivity
of the workers more than makes up for the cost of
in-plant training programs if the programs are ap-
proached in the correct manner. The set of techniques
and-iMetheds contained in the handbook can be
adajOted:to fit -re-quirementi of SpeCific tilint situations

_

oreiastitutions and in general should be helpful to
4trone'-;intaieSted inupgrdmg efforts

com o htplanttaithng _
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evaluating and performing e job task analysis and
curriculum development prog n, and in selecting the
trainees, scheduling the programs, etc.

An analysis of the job tasks and requirements is an
essential element in planning the upgr-Iding program.
This analysis snould consist of detining the job, identi-
fying tasks constituting the job, describing the tasks,
and determining the worker traits needed to perform
the tasks. The handbook clearly describes methods to
be used in coif:piling this information.

Before the curricolum is develored, the handbook
suggests that trainees for the program be selected. It
is advisable to select the trainees first because their
composition may influence the non-job specifi, ele-
ments to be included in the curriculum and the time
required to train them. Criteria must be established
for selecting workers for the in-plant program. Since
the worker traits needed to perform certain tasks have
already been compiled in the job task analysis, it
should be fairly simple to identify selection criteria.

Then appropriate industrial tests should be chosen
"I.hich will measure the candidate's traits. The testing
0`;. ....:!clure was considered to be the most important
mea. If selecting candidates, although recommenda-
tions, worker's seniority, and other factors may also
influence their selection.

Curriculum development for the skills training com-
ponent of tiw in-pIant program is based on the job task
and requirements analysis. With the identified tasks as
basic content units, the process of curriculum formula-
tion takes place in these stages: "developing instruc-
tional objectives and trainee performance criteria,
sequencing task content units, determining content
breakout, and determining instructional approach,
techniques, and methodology for each content
The handboOk provides detailed steps for these tech-
niques and pre eedures.

The currieul: on for non-job specific elements should
take into account the needs of the trainee group, the
region of the country, and other factors unique to each
in-plant program. Certain elements, such as basic
communications, leadership and human- relations
skills, money management, and .consumer and legal
education, were found in all of the experimental
in-plant provams sindie Resonrce -materials which
help in teaching these nonjob specific-skills are listed
in the handbook.

-Another' basic -conapainent- of, atiyin--plant; training
prOgram is-the condnuousprceofprogramoper---
ätidn arid -adthiniStratierf.--Thielni(41-VWthe àbtivities :
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The handbook guidelines for instrnctional method-
ology will assist in setting up training program. The
techniques involve six steps which must be followed
for each task to be learned: ( 1 ) presentation of new
behavior (or skill) to be learned, (2)trainee demon-
stration of desired behavior, skill, or task, (3) rein-
forcement of correct demonstrated behavior, (4) ap-
plication of learned behavior on the job or outside the
workplace, (5) reinforcing correct application on the
job, and (6) establishing 0. follow-up schedule.

The handbook also recommends a special orienta-
tion session to the program, a terminal session, and
certain guides for lesson planning and teaching non-
job specific elements.

Another important facet of program operations is
the process of maintaining an environment in which
the training can proceed uninterrupted. To achieve
such an environment, the support and encouragement
of management are essential. Means of making man-
agement approval visible are suggested. The problem
of minimizing friction in the work environment (the
friction of trainee/peer relations, trainee/trainee rela-
tions, trainee/new supervisor relations, and
trainee/old supervisor relations) is also discussed.

A vital element hl the support of the training
process is program administration. The administrative
activities fall into two categories: (1) facilities main-
tenance and program scheduling and (2) reports and
record keeping. These activities all fall under the
responsibilities of the in-plant program trainer.

The third and last basic component of any in-plant
training program is a form of program evaluation to
determine the effectiveness of what is being done. The
handbook suggests four alternative approaches to eval-
uate the program and gives guidelines for each.

The four evaluation procedmes mentioned are eval-
uating prograin effectiveness in terms of: absentee-
ism, tardiness, quits, and dismissals; job standards and
observed trainee performance; supervisor's observa-
tions of the effects on trainees; and the trainee's
perceptions of the benefits of the program to himself.
All four procedures are relatively inexpensive to use.

The handbook also gives a more rigorous- alterna-
tive to evaluating program effectiveness in terms of
objective measures of productivity. In all of the tilter-
natives, the cost of training should be a factor in
evaluatiUg the Program as a-wholi." 5
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Breakthrough for Disadvantaged Youth

IT IS HISTORY NOW, those early programs and proj-
ects implemented after the enactment of the Man-
power Development and Training Act in 1962.
Remember the waves created by what many of us felt
were parallel efforts to our quality ongoing programs
programs that we so meticulously developed, tested
and screened for, and operated almost ritualistically
for 1,080 or 2,000 hours (or some other magic
number that neatly fit a time frame honored at our
institutions)? Why?

Well, anyone knows it was because of some state
requirement; or it was for federal reimbursement, or
because that was the way it was always done at
Voe-Tech High, or for some other "bona fide" reason.

We judged our programs by their popularity (how
many couldn't get in) or by how difficult they were
(how many flunked out). After all, isn't that the way
we learned to do it in collegegear for failure not
success; weed 'em out; they are the misfits, the
ne'er-do-wells anyway, if they fall by the wayside; we
must be able to guarantee quality tradesmen upon
graduation at all costs.

In retrospect we were doing a good job, about as
good a job as our academic colleagues, but with the
ldvent of the sociological era came a growing
awareness to rattle the cage on many fronts. We
couldn't, or wouldn't, cr, at least, didn't break the
traditional chains soon enough to reach out, to lift up,
to carry on meaningful programs for the disadvan-
taged, the dropouts (or push outs), the minority
groups, or the handicapped.

Oh yes, here and there, attempts were made; a few
inconoelastie, rebellious hucksters were able to "sell" a
"different" approach that was indeed helpful for a
few. Something else had to be done, -and-then came
the BREAKTHROUOHLMDTA. It Wai :slow at
first, mildly suecessfuLhere, a failure there, a tremen-
dous impact somewhere else.

By 1965 enough of a track recnr&had been,estab:=
fished -that= CeinfresSaw fit-to 'ainenethetorigiiiili'adt ,'---
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Some of the programs gained widespread recogni-
tion, others did not. What was the spin off? What was
the effect on other ongoing programs? Techniques
developed in the projects needed to be evaluated and
disseminated, their strengths elaborated, limitations
known.

In 1967 William Mirengoff, then deputy director of
the Manpo-,er Administration's Office of Manpower
Policy, Evaluation, and Research and later acting
director of the Job Corps, initiated "Operation Re-
trieval" which assembled files, records, and reports of
55 Experimental and Developmental (E & D) Youth
Projects instituted under MDTA. From the studies,
onsite visitations, evaluations, and data analysis, a
256-page document was assembled titled Break-
through for Disadvantaged Youth.

No predetermined position or format was thrust
upon the investigators, and the Department of Labor
was disassociated from conclusions and recommenda-
tions made. Eight basic areas of a comprehensive
training system were scrutinized, namely: (1) impact
on the community; (2) recruitment and community
penetration; (3) testing, counse'ing, and supportive
services; (4) basic education; (5) pre-vocational and
vocational training programs; (6) job placement,
creation, and development; (7) using the nonprofes-
sional; and (8) research. .

EventuallY many of us vocational-technicat educa-
tors became involved in one way'' or another with
MDTA programs and even came to realize that the
original parallel we once thought existed, did not.
Conventional approaches-had not focused on existing
or potential labor force-problems in any magnitude.
Some services nmst be tailormade for special groups.

A vehicle for experimentationa built-in instru-
ment for ehangetgenerated by social ferment
brought a newnessof public support eVen in vocation-
ai-technical ranks;-land_riow more and more instity-
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Impact on the Community. Projects were directed
toward developing and -1,-mnnqrnting new ways of

meeting the employment needs of disadvantaged
youth.

Impact was viewcd from two positions: (1) the
degree that agencies and institutions cooperated with
the projects relevant to the accomplishment of set
goals; (2) the degree to which project findings were
utilized by other agencies and institutions.

Problems of cooperation stemmed from three main
sources: negative attitudes, inadequate planning and
insufficient resources. Negative attitudes of defen-
siveness and hostility by established agencies were
generated by the feeling that they were being en-
croached upon and that their competence was being
questioned by the presence of E & D projects in their
geographic area. Many of these agencies lacked the
staff, space, equipment or funds to extend their serv-
ices beyond an already stressed limit. Rapid imple-
mentatimis are seldom conducive to quality operations
and initially there were many problems.

Eventually, through better planning, staff training,
reorientation to the projects' philosophy, and the de-
velopment of cooperation throughout the community,
the projects began to foster new concepts and prac-
tices that have had a decided spill over into estab-
lished institutions.

Looking back it is easy to conclude that many of
the problems began with an over eagerness and a
compulsive sense of urgency far overshadowing good
management procedures and sound practices. B e-
viewing the hard hitting evaluation reports we find
that lack of initial impact could be traced in part to
the failure on the part of the Labor Department to
involve the U.S. Office of Education as well as state
and local agencies and institutions in the co-
architectural development and sponsorship of these
projects that needed to utilize a large educational
component.

As communications improved at all levels and
inter-agency cooperation,began, various aspects of the
E & D projects were embodied _in_ other artists, to
combat poverty and assist the. disadvantaged: VISTA,
the domestic version of the Peace- Corps, HEW pro-
jects, OJT, HUD, and numerous'youth programs, not
to mention MDTA and institntional vocational-1
technical#Ogrami-at all levelsAAYO:bFPft- Ate
entsZof.
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kno ledge and experience to draw from. It seems
only proper to capitalize on the impact, utilize the
positive practices and strategies and reshape programs
where necessary to reach the largest possible number
of young people in the shortest possible time.

Recruitment and Community Penetration. This
section of Breakthrough for Disadvantaged Youth
examines the Manpower Administration's experimen-
tal and developmental projects as to the success of
their recruiting efforts and the degree to which they
were able to penetrate the community.

Recruitment refers to the strategies and procedures
used by the staffs to locate and involve the seriously
disadvantaged. Community penetration refers to the
techniques used to gain a place in the community on
four fronts: (1) the general community, (2) potential
employers of disadvantaged youth, (3) agencies and
organizations already involved in like pursuits, and
(4) indigenous groups and individuals from disad-
vantaged subcommunities.

Program data availablility v:tried greatly from pro-
gram to program, but a generalizad picture was
drawn. The most effective method of recruitment
appeared to be face-to-face contact, using the agen-
cies' own recruiters day and night wherever potential
candidates were to be found (only about 12% were
referred by other agencies). Most all hard-core disad-
vantaged youth had one common traitlow reading
level.

it is important to know where disadvantaged live in
a target area and what their characteristics are. Pro-
grams must be designed around their needs and not
some preconceived ideal. Special capabilities to handle
the most seriously disadvantaged (e.g., the mentally
ill, addicts, etc.) are essential. Guidelines are needed
also; for instance, clients should be out of school, out
of work, and of proper age; but at the same time
guidelines should not be so restrictive as to exclude
disadvantaged persons.

The social prestige factor should be expressed at all
times- inpositive terms, and labels that have connota-
tions of rejectieni,-such as anti-delinqUency programs
or poverty 'programs, should be avoided. Work pro-
grams seemed acceptable. Stipends- Were highly effec-
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enrolled. Unfortunately, though, the most seriously
deprived were found to be th:- most difficiqt tr, roornit
and hold, even in these outreach programs. Many
questions are as yet unanswered.

Testing, Counseling. This section attempts to iden-
tify new knowledge a:id techniques in working with
youth and centers on implications for new policies,
programs, and strategies. lt also is an attempt to de-
fine major features of assessment, counseling, and
supportive services found effective in E & D projects.

The varied projects, working within a psychological
frame of reference, directed their efforts to cause a
change in the youth by directly intervening in their
behavior and experience. Other variables (social and
economic), however, were left undefined and un-
manipulated. It is questionable just how valid the
psychological frame of reference is, as far as work is
concerned, since this is seldom a consideration of one's
unemployment.

Here again other points of confusion were raised:
There was no clear-cut definition of policy limiting
demonstrations nor differentiation between the goals
of research and of service. However, new areas were
pioneered and a mass of new ideas unfolded.

In the assessment processes the test most frequently
used was the GATB, most probably because the
employment service administered it. Many of the
projects that used it claimed it was neither useful nor
desirable for the population served. More than 60
psychological and vocational tests were reported, with
the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS) second
to the GATB. The WAIS was seldom administered
except for special problem cases.

The rest of the tests used were old standard tests.
There was little or no experimentation with newer
instruments or lesser known tests. The Ammons Pic-
ture Vocabulary Test, used by the Job Corps, was not
reported by any project, nor were other nonverbal
tests mai as the Leiter International Scale. The Strong
Vocational Interest Blank (SVIB) was recommended
over the Kuder Preference Record (KPR) in that it is
more versatile and a better standardized non-
intelligence test, whereai the KPR Offen a limited
range of interpretations°.

kgreat deal of OPposition-was expreistcfegarding
testing in printiPle'aa'Well-ns itt.firaCticeNtalt-
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erally was considered part of a larger set of services
trining as wt-p. pt,r,emprit.

Limitations of counseling must be recognized. One
finding suggests not using the promise of good jobs as
an incentive because frequently it was found that pro-
gram graduates received no higher starting wage than
did program dropouts. Job development specialists are
needed to free the counselor to concentrate on coun-
seling per se and placement.

Supportive Services. Iny types of supportive
services were found to be essential to project success
and trainee development. These may run the gamut
from residential facilities, financial support, legal serv-
ices, or health care, through recreation, p,yehothera-
py, cultural enrichment, and image building, to role
models, transportation, and babysitting.

In general supportive services center on all aspects
-that have an effect on one's general health, welfare,
and happiness. Role models were included in this
grouping because of the relationship with cultural en-
richment and image building activities. Some of these
services were provided because other social institu-
tions have failed to do so, while others were offered
for their social value alone.

Basic Education. Few comments are necessary re-
garding the basic education section of the report. It
was recommended that, for the trainee group consid-
ered, all training and basic education be done on the
job if at all possible. A status setting should be used
which does not mean a classroom. Lack of competi-
tion between institutions was cited as a major factor
contributing to corriplacency, limited service, and ii-
gidity or lack of change. Quality programs offer op-
portunities to explore the world of wirk.

Elements not found in general or traditional educa-
tional programs should' be included for the disadvan-
taged (e.g., birth control information, nutrition, free
reading materials inelnding magazines and paper-
backs. Staff should be selected on their ability to relate
to trainees and not by academic achievement or
experience in0ther pursuits of-education.
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Pre-vocational training then, in the context of this
study, was directed toward developing a readiness fee

skill training and employment through counseling
(e.g., peer group sessions, role playing, group counsel-
ing, etc.) and work experience (e.g., sheltered work-
shops, vestibule training, work crews).

Almost from the inception of MDTA it was recog-
nized that many of the restricting aspects of conven-
tional vocTotional education were amplified when at-
tempting to train entire groups of disadvantaged.

Courses were generally rigidly scheduled to conform
to academic standards of entrance and performance,
school-based training was repugnant to the trainees
because they had already failed there, much of the
equipment and methods used were outdated, most
programs were too high level to be accommodating,
courses too narrow to be responsive to broad field
application or the trainee's aspirations, and the voca-
tional counseling process was meaningless since too
few programs existed in any one community.

Remedial work prior to skill training was looked
upon as more of the same old "schoolwork"; result
dropouts, failure to enter training.

To overcome these limitations the following
procedures were found effective in successful pro-
grams. Basic education (after being authorized by the
1963 amendments) was offered concurrently with
training. Instructional materials were used that would
allow trainees to progress at their own rate. Nonpro-
fessional instructors were utilized for their practical
knowledge and skills and for their ability to relate to
their audience. Skill centers providing centralized
training and support services were placed close to or
in target communities. A multi-occupational and
open-ended curriculum was used. Physical examina-
tions and minor medical treatment were provided.

In addition to the preceding innovations, on-the-job
training was used to move trainees into industry, and
job development, placement, and postplacement fol-
low-up activities were conducted as a vital part of the
overall program.

Job Placement, Creatien-antt DevelenmentJob.
placement and job development were-viewed-passively
at the beginning,- because like _many less progressiVe
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graduates was more. a matter of econemics than it was
a lack nf desire to help the disadvantaged. (Herein
lies the justification of wage supplement until the
graduate becomes productive; it also points out one of
the problems that stem from an elevated minimum
wage lawfewer entry jobs.)

Job development involves a number of services
including placement and follow-up contacts and coun-
seling. The process of finding jobs utilized every
channel and strategy known and many new creative
ideas were tried. Job fairs were held. Close interac-
tion between developers, staff, trainees, and communi-
ty was maintained. The buddy system between the
mployed and yet-to-be-employed was helpful in some

cases. On-the-job training proved to be the best prepa-
ration for both successful training and placement.

It is extremely important that civic leaders and
management people be involved in program develop-
ment, which eventually leads to the placement of
individuals. Through their involvement, their attitudes
are changed and their cooperation is enlisted. At times
it is necessary to alter job requirements; this was
accomplished in many programs; the same was true of
job entry requirements. (Caution: Work in gradual
degrees in accomplishing the latter.)

Evaluation is tantamount to all other program ele-

ments. To measure impact on the individual, his
employment, effectiveness on the job, information on
wages, job satisfaction, employer evaluation, job re-
tention, etc., must be known. Most projects (Editor's
note: like WO many vocational-technical schools)
were totally inadequate in providing sufficient in-
formation. Follow-up is a continuous process involving
staff and administration. It is difficult to keep in touch
with ex-trainees, but somehow a communication link
can be found.

Follow-up information must follow a prescribed
format to be effectively analyzed. The job developer
with his close contact with employers is a key person
in securing a constant flow of follow-up information.
Feedback inforthation is of no iMportance if it is not
used. Research Of all program elements will eventnally
lead to milli effective and efficient means of preparing
everyone for-something meaningful.

_
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Negro High School Dropouts Unreached

By Federal Work Training Programs

ARTIER STUDIES have noted that the "hard-core-
dropout has often not participated in federal manpow-
er programs. This study was conducted in an effort to
find out why this is so and to discover what improve-
ments in the programs could )e made to make them
more accessible and responsive to the needs of this
particular group.

Since nonparticipation in the program was assumed
to be partially due to alternative activities, such as
military service, the study also concentrated on the
post-dropout activities of the group. Some of the
findings brought out in this study would be of interest
to vocational-technical educators and would give them
a better understanding of the problems of training
potential school dropouts. Many of the factors which
cause this group to avoid manpower programs are
related to their attitudes towards school and towards
"school-like" experiences, where they have been con-
ditioned to failure.

The sample population studied consisted of groups
of approximately 300 Negro male dropouts each. The
researchers were able to gather information in inter-
views on about 170 subjects from the sample. The
men were born before 1952 and had left urban public
schools in 1966-67 before graduating from high
school. The researchers collected data on the personal
and family characteristics of the dropout group in
order to get a better understanding of why they did
not participate in federal manpower programs.

The subjects were asked to list their reasons for
leaving school and to indicate their main reason for
leaving. Sixty percent of the subjects left school for
reasons relating to the school environMent, as opposed
to reasons, relating to outside factors. -.Thirty-seven
percent of-one group- (A) left school because they-had
been rejected by the school, (they were expelled or
suspended); as compared to,nine percent of the other
group (B). The B gro,up, ,skpiiiiid; that dropouts, left
because of problems,with_schOOLIkork" t-Lsubjects-were
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school-oriented although preferred alternative activi-
ties, such as "needed money for expenses," were men-
tioned as reasons also.

After the study subjects were asked why they left
school, they were asked to rate tin..r liking for school.
They generally rated their liking for school above
midpoint on a scale of five. Their criticisms of school
indicated that anti-school attitudes might be a persis-
tent block to the participation of dropouts in training
programs which appear to involve sehool-like experi-
ences. However, the study pointed out that some of
the dropouts had later come to realize the value of
school and might appreciate a chance to continue their
education.

Research in the study indicated that most of the
subjects had not continued their education after drop-
ping out as of Tune 1969 when the interviews were
conducted. Only six percent of the young men who
had dropped out had completed high school at the
time.

An analysis of the ten year occupational goals of
the groups studied showed that more than 75% of the
subjects' goals were unrelated to work experience.
This discrepancy between occupational goals and cur-
rent jobs held by the Negro male dropouts indicated a

eed for further education and training. Most subjects
recogned this need; 38% of them reported lack of
education or training as a handicap to goal achieve-
ment, as compared to 10% reporting all other handi-
caps (discrimination, health, police record, etc.).

The need for further training is also emphasized by
another finding of the study: Need did not xlecrease
with age -in the age ranges included in the study. The
activities of intervieWed subjects at three points in
timeabout 12 ...months'," 24, months, and 33 months
after leaving schoolshowed no decrease In the pro-
pcirtions of_ unemployment. :The _suggestion, is -,that
emploYability aSsist,ance needed by the grpups_ qudied
continued:past -rthez.age of: tWentY:-
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training and expanded job opportunities are not
enough to motivate partic;pation in the labor force.
The job has to appear to offer a career opportunity to
the youth and the youth must develop skills which wiil
make it possible for him to perform his job effectively.

The study points out that there are three skills
important for a person to function properly: adap-
tive, functional, and specific content skills. Adaptive
skills are those competencies which enable an individ-
ual to adjust to conditions around him. These skills for

a job include grooming, punctuality, and getting along
with others. They are normally acquired at home.

Functional skills are competencies that enable hu-

mans to relate to people, data, and things and include
skills used in comparing data, consulting, or supervis-
ing people. They are usually learned in training,

educational, and avocational experiences and rein-
forced on the job.

Specific content skills are those which enable a
person to perform a specific job according he

specifications of his employer. They are learneci in a
training program or on-the-job.

Most classroom education has concentrated on

occupatTon reports

functional skills, while on-the-job programs have con-
centrated on specific content skills. This study points
out that it is in the area of adaptive skills that the dis-
advantaged usually have problems. Federal manpower
programs often do not achieve their goal of on-the-job
success for trainees because the trainees lack adaptive
skills although they can perform the tasks acceptably.

The researchers point out that the adaptive skills
which may be suitable in the ghetto environment, for
example, keeping on the move, are not suitable for job
situations. The study suggests that adaptive skills can
probably be developed on the job easier than through
the classroom approach. In either approach, the indi-
viduals must be able to learn from their mistakes,
must be rewarded for successes, and must be given
more than one opportunity to apply themselves.

This research presents valuable information to aid
in understanding the special problems of learning for
the disadvantaged youthsand this understanding is
essential in structuring manpower programs as well as
vocational-technical courses and programs.

See Sources of Information at the end of this section

for ordering instructions.
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THE TOOL AND DIE MAKERS TRADE coniprises a rela-
tively small portion of the skilled labor force; howev-
er, it is one of the most important. (Their number is
expected to reach 220,000 by 1975). The average
age in the trade is 44.6, with 75% being over 35 but
under 65. Seventy-four percent had at least 12 years
of schooling with older workers having considerably
less education and fewer key trade subjects than
younger workers. Mainly the men were trained on the
job. Very few, even of the younger tradesmen, had
formal training outside of vocational bigii school or
trade school.

Strangely enough the researchers found little or no
significant difference in competency, regardless of the
six different routes of training taken. The distribution
by training paths of those interviewed follows:

Training Path Percent Distribution
of Workers

22.5
22.3
15.5
14.3

On-the-job
Vocational high school
Picking up the trade
Apprenticeship
Vocational high school plus

on-the-job training
Vocational high school plus

apprenticeship
Miscellaneous (wide variety of paths)

11.3

9.8
4.3

This trade is not acquired as casually as it may
appear. Over 80% of the workers had some sort of
formal training either in school or on the job.

Work backgrounds indicated three general se-
quences of trade entry and progression; they were:
(1) all-round machinists who became tool and die
makers, (2) all-round machinists and tool and die
makers who learned each trade simultaneously, and
(3) the most common, men who were already all-
round machinists who were converted into tool and
die makers. The first two sequences involved either
apprenticeship or on-the-job training while the third
sequence involved either on-the-job training or picking
up the trade over the years. The dividing lines art not -
clearly defined.
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were upgraded on the job or as they picked up sldlls
and knJwIedge without the benefit o a program of
some sort. During this period, although many schools
were involved in war training efforts, the vocational
high school as such declined in importance as a sole
source of training or as an adjunct to apprenticeship
or on-the-job training.

In posi-war years the situation again reversed with
veterans' training placing emphasis on formal pro-
grams and revived some interest in apprenticeship.
Peacetime patterns, discounting the Korean conflict
and Viet Nam, have seen the swing back to vocation-
al high schools and, later, post-secondary institutions.
Since 1955 approximately one third of the entrants
have served apprenticeship alone or in combination
with formal training.

At the time this study ended it was too early to tell
conclusively what impact federal manpower programs
enacted after 1960 may have had on the training of
tool and die makers. This is partially due to the two-
year training limitation which precludes full term
training for these trades.

Significant Facts Remain. Regardless of the fac-
tors that have gone before, these significant facts
remain: The education level of the average worker
continues to rise; there is a growing dependence on
formal training at and beyond high school for the
preparation of technicians and skilled workers includ-
ing tool and die makers; there will be fewer men with
only formal shop training; shcrter shop programs are
likely with increased classroom instruction; and as
trades become more complex greater theoretical un-
derstanding and mathematical knowledge will be re-
quired of skilled workers. _

This study is. also relevant to other occupations and
training programs in that it tends Jo point out the
diversity by which one can enter an occupation and
advance in that given occupation or .occupational
duster. The voCational-technical educator must be
cognizant of the cyclical and secular changes in our
society -and economy,- and of- the vital necessity of
indiViduals, Programs, and prOcesses to be' responsive
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ties to gain first-hand knowledge of a Li ade or occupa-
tional cluster.

An important finding of the study indicak a less
frequent need for the "all-round" tool and die maker
than for the man whose training and skill is more
limited. An analysis of the work conducted in several
different shops reveals that all work need not be done
by journeymen, and basic or preliminary operations
tend to serve as natural training opportunities.

Another finding tends to confirm what many voca-
tional-technical educators have known for some time:
the employer is frequently unrealistic in his hiring
requirements. In this study it was found that most
employers wanted tool makers, die makers, and tool
and die makers who could build the entire range of
tools, dies, or tool and dies. Employers were not
seeking men with limited skills and knowledge, which
is out of phase with the actual work that they are
required to do. It appears that there are several kinds
of tool and die makers for whom different kinds of
training are needed.

The question was raised as to how much specific
training can be accomplished in advance. An attempt
to prepare the trainee for "anything" is not considered
as valid as it once was. Changing technology and
deterioration caused by time teed to deplete or render
obsolete a reservoir of skills and knowledge.

The study points out that it takes less time to
become an all-round tool and die maker if a systemat-
ic training program is followed. (Editor's no, : This is
not to say that a formalized institutional program is
necessarily the best.) The pressing need now is for a
reliable means of measuring the cost effectiveness of
various training routes So future decisions can be
based on fact and not on tradition or someone's
considered opinion.

Implications for Future Policy. Although the
limitations of this studY, both in geographic and
occupational coverage, preclude generalization, it is
strongly felt that there are implications here for future
manpower and vocational education policy.
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Social Health Technicians
THIS NEW OCCUPATIONS DEMONSTRATION PROJECT
was designed to demonstrate that adults with little
education or job skills could be trained in a dual
program involving both education and specific job
skill development. The innovative aspect of this pro-
gram is not the important human services gap that the
graduates have filled, or their contribution in helping
to decrease the professional personnel shortage in
their area; rather, the impact and significance of this
project center on the development of a new subprofes-
sional career in health occupations called the social
health technician,

This project also clearly illustrates other important
factors inherent in most training programs but seldom
listed as a program goal or objective. As an example,
it became evident as training progressed that the
trainees not only became more conscious of their
career potential but egan to raise their aspirations
with regard to educational attainment. Many went on
o receive a G.E.D. diploma, and some went on to

pursue part- and full-time college course work.
Occupational educators involved with health occu-

pations may be especially interested to note that the
social health technician, where utilized, participates as
an integral part of a patient-care team. The initiation
of this second level entry aide has resulted in: im-
proved patient care, reduced professional social work-
ers' case loads, pattern changes in staffing, new hospi-
tal personnel functions, and highly skilled technicians
being released for other career ladder opportunities
while also improving, the-advancement potential of the
social health

Because of the exposure and impact of
gram, the professional staff of the instrtutions have
drastically raised their_ attitudes anti opinions re-
garding the quality of Service, competency, and initia-
tive that subprofessions-can-provide.
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The NHOP also provides college-approved courses
and has helped to initiate a trimester college work-
study program culminating in an associate degree with
social service specialization.

The adaptability of the training model and coordi-
nated curriculum is further demonstrated by the effi-

ciency in which inhalation therapy, rehabilitation, and
intensive care unit technicians function in other health
careers.

Selection criteria for trainees are based primarily on
interest and apparent aptitude for the job rather than
on standardized tests or previous achievement. (In the
initial demonstration, no relationship was found be-
tween the educational level attained and enrollee's
success in training or employment. Likewise, no corre-
lation was found between scores on standardized tests
given after program entry and whether or not the
trainee completed training.) Holding power and enroll-
ee performance continued at high levels throughout
the project.

New Industrial Career Program. The training
model of NHOP was also adapted to a non-stipend
evening program training men in optical, sewing ma-
chine, and typewriter repair. Many of these trainees
entered related jobs during training and were upgrad-
ed on the job after completing the program.

The needs of individuals were met by providing the

unemployed and underemployed having specifie
job skills with opportunities to gain the necessary ski: s
and job entry while at the same time motivating them
by guaranteeing upgrading upon completion of their
training.

This program further demonstrated the effectiveness
by which a shortage of highly paid skilled workers in a
difficult training field can be met.

Significance for Voc-Tech Application. Asith
from specific information, such as job descriptions,
qualifications and responsibilities, demographic char-
acteristics of selected trainees, profiles of graduates,
etc., which are meaningful to the project but irrele-
vant to a course or program that the reader may wish
to develop in hit; own locale, there is additional
information providing insights into the design and
conduct of comparable programs.

Other programs and various problems encountered
are mentioned which will help in eliminating pitfalls
of new program design and implementation.

This project also points out the problems involved
in trainee seeetion, the use of standardized tests, and
challenges faced when working with-the disadvantaged,
the underachiever, and the poorly educated.

See Sources of Information at the end of this section
for ordering instructions.
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grams." Regis H. Walther. George Wash-
ington University. 1970 51 pages, (NTIS
#PB 202110.)
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power Administration, Mar. 71, (NTIS
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Studies, Howard University, for the Man-
power Administration, 1970, (NTIS #PB
199127), 247 pages.
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Trades,- Greater Washington Central La-
bor Council, for thc Manpower Admin-
istration, Jan. 71, (NTIS #PB 199085),
56 pages.
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tional Bureau of Standards Special Re-
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SP345-1, Dec. 70, (GPO, price
$1.25, catalog no. C13.11:345-1).

-"Federal Government: Civilian
Agencies,- NBS SP345-2, July 71,
(GPO, price $2.25, catalog no.
C13.10:345-2).

-"Commercial Weights and Meas-
ures," NES SP345-3, July 71, (GPO,
price $1.00, catalog no. C13.10:
345-3).
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SP345=4, July 71, (GPO, price $1.25,
catalog no. C13.10:345-4).
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SP345-5, (in press).

-"The Consumer," NBS SP345-7, (in
press).

-"International Trade," NBS SP3454,
(in press).

-"Department of Defense," NBS
SP345-9, July 71, (GPO, price $L25,
catalog no. C13.10:345-9).

-"A History of- the Metric System
COntroversy in the United States,"
NBS 5P345-10, (in press).

-"Engineering Standards," NBS
SP345-11. July 7 !, (GPO. priee
$2.00, catalog no. C13.10:345-11)..
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tative Groups," NBS SP34512, July
71, (GPO, price $L50, catalog no.
C13.10:345-12).
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